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Abstract: Two field experiments were
conducted during 1997/98 and 1998/99
seasons, in the Agric. Exp. Stat. Far, of
Assiut University at Assiut, to study the
effect of nitrogen (30, 45, 60 kg Nlfed.)
and phosphorus (zero, 15.5, 31.0
kgIP,O,) fertilizers on yield and yield
components of two oil seed rape
varieties i.e. AD201 and Tower. Seeds
were sown on Nov. 2 and Oct. 30 in the
first and second season respectively, on
ridges 50 cm apart in hill IS cm leaving
two plantlhill. At harvest the following
characters were recorded, number of
pods/plant, seed/pod, weight of 1000
seeds, seed yield/plant, seed yield/fed
was calcolated on plot basis. The data
were subjected to normal statistical
analysis and mean comparisons were
done using LSD at 5% level. The data
could be summarized as follows:

AD20 I variety had higher number
of pods/plant, seed index, seed
yield/plant and feddan as compared to
Tower. Seeds/pod was almost the same
in both varieties.

The application ofP fertilizer (15.5,

31.0 kg ) to oil seed rape increased
number of pods/plot, seeds/pod, seed
index, seed yield/plant and feddans as
compared to the control (zero).

The seed yield/fed. in 1997/98 for
zero, 15.5 and 31.0 kgP20slfed. wcre
775.29, 800.00 and 783.00 kg/fed.,
respectively, in 1998/99 season, these
values were 628.63,652.71 and 671.83
kg for the sarne rate.

Increasing nitrogen rates from 30 to
45 or 60 kg/fed., increased number of
podsIplant, seed index, seedlpod, seed
yield/plant and feddan in both seasons.
The seed yield/red. for N rates 000, 45
and 60 kglfed. were 744.42,791.79 and
822.08 kg, in 1997/98 season, while in
1998/99 season, these values were
608.91, 648.08 and 696.17 kg/fed. In
general, the highest seed yield/fed. In
1997/98 season was obtained from
AD201 when supplied with P at rates of
15.5 and N at a rate of45 kg/fed. while
in 1998/99 season, this' value was
obtained from Tower when it was
provided with P and N at its highest
rates.


































